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MetaGeek Complete brings together spectrum analysis from
Chanalyzer and packet analysis from Eye P.A. for a complete
professional troubleshooting solution.

INCLUDES:

Wi-Spy DBx 2.4 and 5GHz Spectrum Analyzer

Chanalyzer w/ Report Builder

Dual-Band Directional Antenna for Wi-Spy

Eye P.A. Visual Packet Analysis Software

802.11ac Compatible Wireless USB Adapter

1 year of MetaCare Support for Software

A Complete Picture of Your WiFi Network
Almost all WiFi problems stem from a few common sources: coverage gaps, 
interference, airtime congestion, and network saturation. MetaGeek Complete includes 
Chanalyzer with Report Builder, Eye P.A., Wi-Spy DBx, and Device Finder 2.4 GHz 
Directional Antenna. When utilized together, these solutions provide a comprehensive 
picture of your WiFi network, so no matter what WiFi problems arise, you can find them 
and fix them. Quickly.

Powerful Dual-Band Spectrum Analysis



MetaGeek Complete includes Wi-Spy DBx, a powerful dual-band spectrum analyzer that
measures WiFi and non-WiFi activity in both the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands. Chanalyzer
utilizes radio frequency data from Wi-Spy DBx to provide you with a real-time visual
overview of your WiFi network environment.

Monitor Channel Saturation and
Intermittent Interferers
By graphing every access point within reach and pairing it with the raw RF information
provided by Wi-Spy, Chanalyzer provides you with all the information you need to
monitor and manage saturated channels. The built-in recording feature even allows you
to track the most frustrating WiFi problem – intermittent interference – and come up
with a plan to eliminate it for good.

Locate Sources of Interference
Once you're able to see interference, the next step is to eliminate it. Unlike the
omnidirectional WiFi antenna in your laptop or wireless adapter, our Device Finder 2.4
GHz Directional Antenna is highly focused to pinpoint non-WiFi sources of interference.
This allows you to actively seek out and remove loud transmitters from your WiFi
environment.

Powerful Data Visualization
Unlike a typical protocol analyzer, Eye P.A. uses multi-layer pie charts to visualize
network traf�c. This allows you to quickly view airtime utilization for all access points,
client devices, and packet types transmitted on a selected channel. With just a few
clicks, you can identify problematic devices without sifting through hundreds of lines of
packet data. 
Bonus for Wireshark Users: You can export �ltered data directly to Wireshark!

UPC: 86000349901




